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1. " -ELEèTIGN-'ÔF VICE-CHAIRMAN: ITEM 9-1 OF THE AGENDA " ' 
The CHAIRMAN drew the attertion of the comittqe to .the; proposed 

nomination of Dr. Davis (New Zealand) submitted by the Committee on 
Nominations. 

Decision; There were no further nominations and Dr. Davis 
was unanimously'elected Vice-Chairman of the committee. 

2. ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERSITEM 12 OF THE AGENDA 
yj The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, recalling his statement at the end of the 
previous meeting, stated that thé Secretariat apologized for the 
misunderstanding that had arisen. The problem of membership was 
a matter of international, law.involving complex political factors 
and it had therefore been assumed that delegates would be briefed 
in.advance by their foreign ministries so as to enable them to 
cast their votes without further substantive discussion. Indeed 
few delegations included the necessary legal experts for such dis-
cussions. The Secretariat now realized that it had been labouring 
under a misapprehension and it was in process of assembling as much 
information as possible on the legal aspects involved in the two 
applications for membership at present before the committee. 

3. NOMINATION AND ELECTION OF MEMBERS ENTITLED TO DESIGNATE 
\j PERSONS TO SERVE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: ITEM 9.5.2 OF THE 

AGENDA (Official Records,-14, 29,66) 

The CHAIRMAN announced that the General Committee had expressed 
the desire that the Committee on Constitutional Matters might 
proceed without delay to the consideration of the procedure for the 
nomination and election of members of the Executive Board. He 
hoped there would be -цо objection to the taking up of that item 
immediately in spite of its being the last on the agenda at the 
present meeting. 

O Dr. SCHOBER (Czechoslovakia) asked that the order of consider-
ation of items of the agenda should not, as far as possible, be 
altered without due notices otherwise small delegations might 
experience difficulties. 

4L Dr. MANI, Secretary, reminded the committee that six new 
members of thé Executive Board had to be elected. As the next 
session of the Board had been fixed to start on 8 July in Geneva, 
it was essential that the election should take place as rapidly 
as possible in order to enable the new members to obtain their 



credentials and make the necessary arrangements. The debate was 
likely to be very lengthy and every delegation would have an 
opportunity of expressing its views. He therefore hoped that 
the committee would accept the alteration in the order of the 
agenda. 

t Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands), while realising the need for 
•tf 

speed, suggested that the item might be postponed until the fol-
lowing day if a meeting of the committee would be held then. 
Thus delegations would have an opportunity to consider the matter 
in advance. 

Shri DHIREN MITRA (India) agreed with the suggestion of the 
delegate of the Netherlands. 

Y Dr. GEERAERTS (Belgium) recalled that his government had ex-
pressed disapproval of the procedure for nominations followed 
last year and had proposed that nominating should be considered 
by a special committee composed of the heads of delegations. He 
hoped that solution might now be adopted. 

yC The SECRETARY stated that the Executive Board had carefully 
considered the abjections raised at the first Health Assembly to 
the procedure for nominations. Its recommendations were now 
presented to the committee. 

V Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) proposed that, in order to 
save time, the question of nominating should be referred to a 
working party. 

^ The SECRETARY pointed out that the normal procedure was for 
all items on the agenda to be discussed first in full committee} 
thereafter points of detail might be referred to ad hoc working 
parties. It was not useful to submit important items of the 
agenda to working parties without such preliminary general dis-
cussion. 

^ Ш BANDARANAIKE (Ceylon) agreed with the Secretary that the 
matter was of vital importance and should first be discussed by the 
committee. It could not be referred immediately to a working 
party, the terms of reference of which would necessarily be re-
stricted. 



X, Mrs, WRIGHT (United States cf imerica) agreed with- the delegate 
of Ceylon that a working party could not achieve anything useful 
until a general debate had been held. She congratulated the 
Executive Board on its lucid proposals vh ich the United States 
delegation felt had been presented in aform practicable for trial 
at the present Assembly. 

Dr. ran den BERG (Netherlands) observed that it was not clear 
to him whether the discussion-had already been opened on item 9.5*2 
as he was not aware of the committee having reached any decision 
on the question of that item being taken up at once. 

The CHâlRMâN then put to the vote the proposal that discussion 
be opened immediately on item 9«5«2 of the agenda. 

Decision; It was agreed to proceed immediately to 
the consideration of item 9»5»2 of the agenda. 

Thé SECRETARY drew the attention of the committee to the 
resolution and recommendations of the Executive Board on pages 2Ç 

and 66 of the report of its second session. (Official Records, 14). 

•Í Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) stated that the whole problem 
was one of great complexity. It had received.very careful study 
by the Executive Board'which had'achieved unanimous agreement on the 
proposals formulated. He hoped it would be possible to avoid a 
repetition of those discussions since he doubted whether the 
committee would, in fact, be able to improve on the work of the 
Executive Board. For the purpose of expediting_their business, 
he moved the immediate adoption of the proposals submitted by the 
Executive Board. 

Shri DHIREN MITRA ( India)referring to the proposed draft 
rules 79 and 80 contained in Official Records, 14, Annex 20, by 
the terms of which a list ,of,nine•members was to be drawn up by 
the General Committee, out of which six would be selected by the 
Assembly to serve on the Board, asked whether such a. procedure 
would preclude members from submitting further nominations in 
plenary meetings. It was important to know whether election 
would be confined to members named in the list. 

У The SECRETARY replied that it was the intention of, the Executive 
Board that the choice be made from the list of names submitted by 
the General Committee. If there was any lack of clarity in the 
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draft rules 79 and 80, the Secretariat would welcome any proposal 
for their amendment. 

y Dr. TOGBâ (Liberia) congratulated the Executive Board on the 
valuable work performed, but expressed concern with regard to' sub-
paragraphs 1 (b) and (c) of Annex 20. He felt that they ignored, 
by implication, the principle of a balanced geographical distribution 
of seats. 

Dr. Davis, Vice-Chairman, took the chair. 
The. CHAIRMA.N assured the delegate of Liberia that full account 

would be taken of the need for an equitable distribution of seats, 
a principle which was explicitly recognized in Article 24 of the 
Constitution and in sub-paragraph 1 (a) of Annex 20. 

Miss GREEN (United Kingdom) supported the Netherlands proposal. 

Dr. DAVIS (New Zealand), while generally in agreement with the 
proposal, observed that paragraph 2 (b) of Annex 20 seemed to place 
an invidious responsibility on the General Committee; however, 
while he would not vote against the adoption of the proposal for 
that reason, he thought the views of members of the Executive 
Board might be helpful. 

^ The SECRETARY replied that the list of nine members had been 
drawn up by the Executive Board merely to start discussion and to 
ensure, in the first instance, the concept of equitable geographical 
distribution. He emphasized that it was not a list of appointments, 
but a list of recommendations. 

L̂. Shri DHIREN MITRA. (India) observed that, while out of the list of 
nine members, six were recommended by the ..General Committee, the 
Assembly was free to vote for any of the remaining three if they 
wished. He felt the difficulty involved by the General Committee's 
recommending six members out of the nine was that they would be pre-
scribing to the Health Assembly the members to be elected. Thus 
the Assembly would be leff. with no discretion in the matter. It 
was preferable to give to the Assembly a list of nine names out of 
which six members would be elected. He suggested that, in the . 
interests of clarity, Rule 80 should be prefaced with the wordsj 
"From amongst the nine members aforesaid ..." 
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^ The SECRETARY replied that it had been the. opinion of the 
Executive Board that the names should be reduced to six by the 
General Committee, who would submit that list to the Assembly. 
There was, however, no compulsion on the Assembly to accept the 
list, and he directed attention to paragraph 2 (c) of Annex 20. 
That would be one method of procedure, and the suggestion of the 
delegate of India would constitute another, to which the Secretariat 
would not object if it found more favour with the committee. 

X Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) .wondered whether it might suffice to'delete 
sub-paragraphs (b), (c) and (d) of paragraph 1 of Annex 20, in 
order to avoid confusion. 

fi M. GEERAERTS (Belgium) said the delegate of the Netherlands 
had reminded the committee of the care with which the Executive 
Board had examined the question, and had proposed the adoption 
of the suggestions of the Board. He did not see any objection 
to that, but pointed out that paragraph 2 (a) of Annex 20 stated 
that the Assembly, "prior to any nomination or election, should 
solicit the views of Members11. He wondered if the best and quickest 
method of procedure would not be to call together the Heads of 
delegations for discussion, after which a list of nine members might 
more easily be drawn up. He thought that discussion in the Committee 
on Constitutional Matters would take more time than reference of the 
question to the General Committee. 

fs. The SECRETARY, citing Rule 78, thought complete discussion by 
Heads of delegations would be tantamount to suggestions from the 
floor, wfcich they had tried to avoid. He said paragraph 1 (g) 
of Annex 20 had been drawn up precisely to avoid this discussion 
of proposals and counter-proposals from the floor. 

•/ M. VAUCEL (France) said that his delegation, in common with 
those of the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, realized the 
difficulties with which the Executive Board had had to contend in 
framing the resolution. While admitting that it was only a com-
promise, he thought it a happy one, well drafted and permitting 
the Assembly to exercise its rights. Although the General Committee 
would recommend six members from the list of nine, the Assembly was 
free to choose as it thought fit. The French delegation therefore 
supported the adoption of the resolution. 
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У Mr. BANDARANAIKE (Ceylon) said he was in favour of the 
adoption of the draft rules submitted by the Executive Board, but he 
wanted to emphasize one points .in interpreting the phrase "equitable 
geographical distribution" the Assembly should not neglect the 
growing importance of regional organizations. Such neglect might 
lead to complications such as over- or under-representation of 
certain regions. He suggested they should shift the emphasis in 
paragraph 1 (b), particularly in the phrase "it will not be necessary 
to allocate seats ...". It was necessary to emphasize the needs of 
regional organizations, without necessarily being bound by them. 

/ The SECRETARY replied that the question of geographical 
representation had been very carefully considered by the Executive 
Board and its working party. The suggestion of elections made on 
a regional basis had been dropped after consideration because of 
possible harmful repercussions. Paragraph 2 (b) could, if desired, 
be modified by the committee to readj "Although seats should not 
be allocated according to regions, the needs of regions of the World 
Health Organization should be borne in mind while making recom-
mendations". It was the responsibility of the committee to decide 
that matter. The delegate of Ceylon might like to propose that 
amendment. The Executive Board had considered that regional re-
presentation might lead to an undesirable rivalry between regionsj 
that was why they had. proposed allocation of seats on a global 
basis. 

Mr. HALSTÈAD (Canada) said the Executive Board had struck a fine 
balance between giving necessary discretion to the Assembly and 
ensuring equitable geographical distribution, and he supported the 
proposals before the Committee. He felt, however, that the list 
of nine names should go to the Assembly without recommendations 
from the General Committee and he suggested the deletion of the 
second paragraph of Rule 79. Regarding the suggestion of the 
delegate of Ceylon, ne thought the main objection to regional re-
presentation was that the regional orgaiizaticrgwere not equal as 
regards membership numbers, population or resources. The Executive 
Board should be representative of the Organization as a whole and 
not become a collection of representatives of regional organizations. 

Y The SECRETARY said the Executive Board, in considering the matter, 
had not intended to put a brake on the suggestions made to the 
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Assembly fer its consideration, but they had feared that an open 
list of nine members might adversely affect equitable geographical 
distribution. 

f Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) confirmed Dr. Mani's account of 
the discussion in the working party of the Executive Board. 

у Professor CANAFERIA (Italy) recalled that, at the First World 
Health Assembly, his delegation had proposed that membership of the 
Executive Board should be composed of one-third cf the Member States. 
That would not only ensure equitable geographical distribution but also 
equitable rotation among thé Members. The Executive Board had re-
jected the proposal, but ultimately it would be for the Committee 
on Constitutional Matters to decide on the question. He supported 
the proposal of the Belgian delegation because it was preferable that 
the Assembly itself should decide on the nomination of the members 
of the Executive Board. 

X The SECRETARY said the. Italian suggestion had been carefully 
considered by the Executive Board, but the principal reasons for 
its rejection were that rotation was contrary to the electoral system 
required by the Constitution and that since the total membership of 
the Organization varied, it might become necessary for the Health 
Assembly to review periodical ly the size of the Executive Board. 

The meeting rose at 11.55 a.m. 


